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A Strong Dollar Hurts US Companies’ Overseas

Business

 small business payments business customers international

Summary: The US dollar is at parity with the euro for the first time in 20Ys, and

up against numerous other foreign currencies. That’s not necessarily a good thing

for companies that do business overseas. American goods are more expensive,

and the dollar’s strength deflates the value of funds earned overseas. We discuss

ways you can support your commercial customers who have international business

ventures.

Nik Wallenda, a professional acrobat and seventh-generation member of the Flying Wallendas family, never

uses a safety net when he performs. The holder of 11 Guinness World Records was the first person to walk a

tightrope stretched over Niagara Falls and has even crossed the Grand Canyon on a tightrope, among

executing many other dangerous feats. Though Wallenda seems to have perfect balance, the strength of the

US dollar is making international business transactions a balancing act.

This is because the US dollar is at parity with the euro for the first time in 20Ys. It’s also up 13% against the

British pound, 20% against the Japanese yen, and 6% versus the Chinese renminbi. Higher Federal Reserve

interest rates have made US Treasury bonds more appealing — and anyone who wants to buy T-bills needs to

make the purchase in USD.

That’s great news for American tourists and consumers, who will find that a stronger dollar makes foreign

goods less expensive. But it’s a drag on corporate earnings, especially for companies that do business

overseas. IBM, Salesforce, Netflix, Microsoft, and Johnson & Johnson have all indicated that the dollar’s strength

will eat into their profits. At Bloomberg, analysts say they’re seeing a three-year high in the number of

references to foreign exchange in earnings calls.

How does a strong dollar hurt earnings? 

When the US dollar is up against other global currencies, it takes a chunk out of business earnings in two ways.

First, a strong dollar is always strong relative to other currencies, which are weaker by comparison. Foreign

consumers need more of their local money to buy exported US goods. Instead of purchasing the more

expensive American export, they might shop for similar goods made elsewhere.

Second, American companies that do a lot of business overseas eventually need to convert at least some of

their earnings into US dollars. A strong dollar dilutes the value of that exchange. The US tech sector, which

Goldman Sachs says generates about 60% of its revenue overseas, is one example of a market sector

swimming upstream against the dollar’s strength.

A strong dollar doesn’t take an enormous bite from corporate income, but it’s certainly enough for businesses

to notice. According to Credit Suisse, an increase of between 8% and 10% in the dollar’s value means a 1% dip

in US corporate profits. About 35% of American companies have enough overseas exposure for that to make a

noticeable difference to their earnings per share.
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How can my business customers fight back?

To some extent, weathering the ups and downs of currency exchange rates is just part of doing foreign

business. Even so, businesses do have some options that you can share with them to reduce costs

for doing business in other countries as they negotiate the current landscape.

1. Lower production costs. Businesses can look for ways to produce goods more cheaply. That won’t make

the exchange rate any different, but it will mean that their products are less expensive overall and therefore

more competitive with the offerings of companies that aren’t based in the US.

2. Purchase a currency hedge. By purchasing foreign currency (FX) forward contracts, businesses can lock

in exchange rates for currency exchanges that will occur in the future. This allows the business to protect

itself against adverse market movements and therefore lock in either their foreign expenses or profit

margins. Regardless of how much the underlying currencies change their relative values, a business can use

an FX forward contract to more accurately forecast their expected returns. A sound FX hedging program can

help reduce the volatility of foreign payable and receivables, regardless of the trend and direction of the FX

markets.

3. Find low-cost workarounds. Companies can seek ways to make selling or operating overseas easier and

less expensive. A correspondent bank with a strong international service offering can help your CFI offer

customers foreign wire transfers, checks, and bank notes, as well as forward contracts that help cushion the

risk of exchange rate fluctuations.

Ease of overseas operations is a valuable service your customers will appreciate, which is why PCBB offers a

full suite of international solutions to help you get started to better support your commercial customers doing

business overseas.

FLUCTUATING EXCHANGE RATES CONCERNING YOUR BUSINESS CUSTOMERS?

Assist your customers in protecting themselves against the risk of fluctuating exchange rates with FX Forward

Contracts. Help them “lock in” rates for a future date, while providing you with additional fee income. Learn

more about FX Forward Contracts by contacting a PCBB representative (888) 399-1930.

ECONOMY & RATES

Rates As Of: 10/18/2022 05:40AM (GMT-0700)

Treasury Yields MTD Chg YTD Chg

3M 3.97 0.64 3.91

6M 4.38 0.46 4.19

1Y 4.46 0.45 4.07

2Y 4.41 0.13 3.68

5Y 4.18 0.09 2.92

10Y 3.97 0.14 2.46

30Y 4.01 0.23 2.10

FF Market FF Disc IORB

3.08 3.25 3.15

SOFR Prime OBFR

3.05 6.25 3.07
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